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GET CONNECTED -- CHANGE THE WORLD!

See full calendar listings beginning p. 3

Wed - 1
Little Tokyo Ozoni Ceremony-greet new year
Sun - 5
#Trump-PenceOUTNOW planning meeting
Sat - 11
Earth Day Greater LA 2020 planning meeting
Tue - 14
CURB Budget Advocacy Training (Californians United for a Responsible Budget)
Sat -18
3rd Annual Women’s March, DTLA
Sun - 19
KPFK Local Station Board Bylaws vote
Mon - 20
Martin Luther King Jr. Freedom Festival
Leimert Park Village
Sun 26
17th Annual Venice Film Festival
Wed - 29
LA District Attorney Candidates Debate
Thu - 30
Environmental Night at Staples Center

STOP THE WARS - PEACE,

Greta Thunberg on

Climate Crisis

A year and a half ago, I didn’t speak to
anyone unless I really had to. But then I found
a reason to speak. Since then, I have given
many speeches and learned that when you
talk in public, you should start with something
personal or emotional to get everyone’s
attention, say things like, “Our house is on
fire,” “I want you to panic,” or “How dare
you!”

Vote “NO!”

on Pacifica’s AntiDemocratic Bylaws Change

by Grassroots Community Radio Coalition
A court in Berkeley has ordered the Pacifica
Foundation to conduct a vote on a total Bylaws
revision, masquerading as an amendment, and

because of financial and other issues, Pacifica is
unable to contest the order, brought by the same

hijackers who recently took WBAI in NY off the air,
replacing local programmers with piped in content from
KPFK and KPFA, and seriously damaging the NY station
and its fundraising until the national Board reversed the
terrible decision. But now the Board has been forced to vote
to forward the amendment to the Local Station Board, and
potentially a vote of the entire membership.
The KPFK LSB will vote on the measure (which you
can see in its entirety at http://elections.pacifica.org) at its
meeting on Sunday, January 19. Other LSBs are voting in
the same time frame. Please come to the LSB meeting (10:30
AM at the Peace Center, 3916 S. Sepulveda Blvd, Culver
City between Washington Pl. and Venice Blvd.) and urge
the board to reject the “amendment”. The ultimate goal of
the revised Bylaws are to eliminate the capacity of listenersponsors to resist or reverse the “sanitizing” of Pacifica
airwaves, to defend free speech and non-commercial, noncorporate radio, or to prevent the stations from becoming
mouthpieces for mainstream neo-liberal politicians.
Undermining democracy in Pacifica’s governance will
inevitably lead to a final and complete purging of all radical,
anti-capitalist and community-based voices, all advocacy
for peace and justice, from its airwaves.

See: “Defend Free Speech Radio,” p. 7”

EQUALITY & JUSTICE FOR ALL!

Planning for Earth Day 2020

Planet on the Brink

by Michael Novick, Anti-Racist Action L.A.
April 22, 2020 will mark the 50th anniversary
of the original “Earth Day” in 1970. It is a sad
commentary that 50 years on, the earth system,
and the lives of hundreds of millions of people,
particularly people in the global South, people of
color, and poor and working people generally, are
at greater risk and in greater peril than ever before
in human history.
Gains in environmental regulation to insure
safe water, air and soil are being reversed. Threats
such as global warming due to the burning of
fossil fuels, deforestation and the operations of
capitalist agribusiness and animal husbandry that
were known at the time by the perpetrators, have
been suppressed and denied for so long that we
are facing climate chaos, rising sea levels, and
mass extinctions.
Even as “Earth Day” has become a safe and
sanitized chance for corporate green-washing and
feel good exercises in beach and river clean-ups
or tree-planting, the problem has gotten steadily
worse. The annual volume of hydrocarbons being released

But today I will not do that, because then those phrases
are all that people focus on. They don’t remember the
facts, the very reason why I say those things in the first
place. We no longer have time to leave out the science. into the atmosphere has increased by over 75% in the last
For about a year, I have been constantly talking two decades since the Kyoto Protocol made the first feeble
about our rapidly declining carbon budgets, over and efforts to curtail them.
over again. But since that is still being ignored, I will
The time for business as usual is over.
just keep repeating it. In chapter two, on page 108 in
the SR 1.5 IPCC report that came out last year, it says
that if we are to have a 67% chance of limiting the
global temperature rise to below 1.5 degrees Celsius,
we had, on January 1st, 2018, 420 gigatons of CO2 left
to emit in that budget. And, of course, that number is
much lower today as we emit about 42 gigatons of CO2
every year, including land use. With today’s emissions
levels, that remaining budget will be gone within about
eight years. These numbers aren’t anyone’s opinions
or political views. This is the current best available
Thankfully, around the world, climate strikes and
science. Though many scientists suggest these figures rebellions are taking place with increasing frequency and
are too moderate, these are the ones that have been urgency. The Swedish teen, Greta Thunberg (see her speech
accepted through the IPCC.
to the COP 24 “climate summit” about its abject failure to
And please note that these figures are global, and take the necessary steps) has sparked a youth uprising around
therefore do not say anything about the aspect of the world. Community solutions are being undertaken
equity, which is absolutely essential to make the Paris everywhere as people recognize that the current political
Agreement work on a global scale. That means that and economic elites have no serious plan or commitment
richer countries need to do their fair share and get down to undertake the necessary steps to reverse the destruction
to real zero emissions much faster and then help poorer and heal the damage that has already been done and will
countries do the same, so people in less fortunate parts continue to be felt as a result of the cumulative impact of the
of the world can raise their living standards.
emissions already released.
These numbers also don’t include most feedback loops,
Native water and land protectors, Bolivian and Brazilian
nonlinear tipping points or additional warming hidden indigenous forest peoples, Extinction Rebellion, Sunrise
by toxic air pollution. Most models assume, however, Movement, Global Climate strikers, Green New Deal
that future generations will somehow be able to suck advocates, environmental justice activists and others are
hundreds of billions of tons of CO2 out of the air with moving assertively and pro-actively to defend the planet and
technologies that do not exist in the scale required and their own rights and sovereignty.
maybe never will. The approximate 67% chance budget
Earth Day 2020 will be an opportunity to struggle for
is the one with the highest odds given by the IPCC. And revolutionary eco-socialist solutions to the problems that
now we have less than 340 gigatons of CO2 left to emit capitalism and colonialism have caused and have no way of
in that budget to share fairly.
solving. Locally in So Cal, there will be numerous actions,
And why is it so important to stay below 1.5 degrees? events and mobilizations. One significant effort is underway
Because even at 1 degree, people are dying from the to build a coalition to bring 50,000 or more people to
climate crisis. Because that is what the united science downtown LA for a sustainable celebratory and educational
calls for to avoid destabilizing the climate, so that event, focused on a pledge to do what must be done over the
we have the best possible chance to avoid setting off coming critical decade, and starting immediately.
irreversible chain reactions, such as melting glaciers,
The organizers of Earth Day Greater LA, 2020 Clear
polar ice and thawing Arctic permafrost. Every fraction Vision for Environmental Action describe their goal as
of a degree matters.
follows: “ April 22, 2020 is the 50th Anniversary of Earth
So there it is again. This is my message. This is Day. As you know we are facing environmental crises
what I want you to focus on. So please tell me: How do greater than ever. Pollution and production processes that
you react to these numbers without feeling at least some threaten life on this planet are projected to get worse. We
level of panic?
must change this course.”

See: “Climate Crisis,” p. 7

See: “Earth Day 2020,” p.8
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IN MEMORY OF

Still Standin’ on the Land
by Tashunka Raven
There is a river, call it Pit River with celebrations,
at great Mount Shasta’s eastern foothills;
Home of the legitimate Pit River Nation,
who’ve done justice to Captain Jack’s heroic will.
They’ve survived the “Pit River Rangers” and “Buckskin
Men”,
PGE and the massacre at Soldier Mountain,
They’re still standin’ on the land at Big Bend,
and drinking from Raymond Lego’s model fountain;
Join hands like we did at Puget Sound and sacred Blue
Lake,
and the vic’try at Point Concepcion’s stand,
And o’er the G.O. Road when Medicine Rock was at
stake,
they’re still standin’ on the land, still standin’ on the
land.

There is a mountain, called the Smoky Mountains,
where Tsa li’s eastern band of Cherokees still live;
Not even the Tellico Dam or the TVA’s manifestations,
could drive them all from land their goddess Sun did give;
Red and black oaks, sharp-shinned hawks and chickadees,
while still workin’ sacred medicine in the Big Cove Clan;
Jays and sparrows still live with them in harmony,
the Qualla Boundry’s still an ancestral homeland;
Join hands like we did at Puget Sound and sacred Blue Lake,
and the vic’try at Point Concepcion’s stand,
And o’er the G.O. Road when Medicine Rock was at stake,
they’re still standin’ on the land, still standin’ on the land.

Tashunka Raven, also known as McArthur Gunter, AKA
Cosmos III, is a published poet and author whose work
has appeared in International Poetry Review, Back to
There is a mesa, called sacred Corn Mountain,
where the Zuni Way still reigns supreme in ev’ry heart; the Blanket: A Basically Cherokee Native American
Proud, independent heirs of Popé’s revolutionary
Journal, the National Poetry Anthology, and numerous
fountain,
other publications.
where the Shalako still dances to the sacred rain gods;
His short fiction has been published in Akwesasne
A culture still deep in its aboriginal kivas, clans and
Notes: A Journal for Native & Natural Peoples and
roots,
other publications. He is currently working on several
prayer sticks, sacred cornmeal and purification rites;
volumes of poetry, fiction and non-fiction, and a oneDeerskin moccasins and leggings instead of Westernact drama, “The Lakota Satayallah.” He has a diploma
styled boots;
in printing from Danville (VA) Community College,
never signed a treaty! and the Zuni tongue is still
a B.A. in Sociology from Norfolk State College, and
spoken right
further studies at Old Dominion University and the
Join hands like we did at Puget Sound and sacred Blue
Lake,
Univ. of Virginia. He has worked as an offset printer,
and the vic’try at Point Concepcion’s stand,
construction laborer, school teacher, short-order cook,
And o’er the G.O. Road when Medicine Rock was at
child-care provider, bindery technician, and dishwasher.
stake, ~
He was born in Danville VA and recently moved back
they’re still standin’.on the land, still standin’ on the
there. No photo is available.
land.

Cuba: Itinerary of an Obsession

By Rosa Miriam Elizalde on December 12, 2019

You could fit Cuba’s archipelago 90 times into the USA. There is no lithium, nor large mineral resources, and
so far, not a single field has been found—as in Mexico—to awaken the unquenchable thirst of the oil industry.
“Cuba is a palm grove in the middle of the ocean,” said Jose Fornaris, a romantic poet of the 19th century. “An
island trapped in the infernal cycle of sugar cane,” as Jean Paul Sartre described it in his book Hurricane Over
Sugar (1961), trying to explain the reasons for the 1959 Revolution.
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Listings subject to change. Contact sponsor to verify date, time & venue. See www.change-links.org for full late listings, recurring events, & resources.
Change Links cannot publish without
your support. Send events, articles or
poetry to changelinks2@gmail.com
or via http://change-links.org/submit/
Please subscribe. Subscriptions to the
print edition are $12/25/50 a year, low
income, regular or sustainer (sliding
scale), PAYABLE TO “AFGJ,” our
fiscal sponsor, with “Change Links”
in the memo. All events announced are
encouraged to donate $5 (per event),
payable to AFGJ, mail to Change
Links, PO Box 34236, Los Angeles
90034. It helps keep this publication
solvent. Thanks in advance.
Peace vigils: http://change-links.org/
ongoing-peace-vigils-and-communityprograms/

Tuesdays, Join Black Lives Matter,
Stop LAPD Spying and allies at
LA Police Commission meeting at
LAPD HQ, 9:30a, 100 W. 1st St to
speak out against racist police murders
with impunity. See agenda, schedule
http://www.lapdonline.org/police_
here:

commission www.stoplapdspying.org

Tuesday eves, Stop LAPD Spying
Coalition meets weekly at LA CAN,
838 E. 6th St. LA, CA 90021. http://
stoplapdspying.org - see website for
meeting topics. https://www.facebook.
com/stoplapdspying
Wednesdays, 4-6p, Black Lives
Matter-led vigil outside DA Jackie

support of Andy Warhol Foundation for
Visual Arts. www.lapovertydept.org
3rd Fri: Lawyers in the Library,
1-4p,
www.lalawlibrary.org/classes,
213-785-2516, 301 W. 1st, LA 90012.
Register on-line, check-in 12:45. Reg
doesn’t guarantee consultation of
approx. 20 minutes.
1st & Last Fri, Voter registration, 10a2p, lobby of Zev Yaroslavsky Family
Support Center, 7555 Van Nuys Blvd,
Van Nuys, until the Nov. 2020 election.
16 for 2020 volunteers will assist with
voter reg and explain LA County’s new

Other Calendars:

http://ocprogressiveevents.info/, http://
la.indymedia.org/calendar/, https://www.
facebook.com/pg/ieprogressivealliance/
events/, http://www.activistsandiego.org/
event, https://vcpjn.org/calendar/,
https://echoparkfilmcenter.org

On-Going & Continuing
Events

3rd Sunday, KPFK Local Station
Board
meeting,
10:30a-1:30p,
Peace Center, 3916 S. Sepulveda
Blvd, Culver City 90230. Open to the
public with 3 opportunities for short
public comments. Check www.kpfk.
org for other meetings, including LSB
committees.

Lacey’s office with families who have
lost loved ones to police & sheriff’s
deputies. DA Lacey has indicted only
a single law enforcer for over 445
murders by local police & deputies. 211
W. Temple, DTLA. www.blmla.org
Wednesdays, 6-7:30p, LA CAN Legal
Clinic, LA CAN, 838 E. 6th St. LA,
CA 90021. Free Legal Clinic for LowIncome Residents. Must sign-in before
6:15p. For more info, call 213.228.0024

Sundays, RAC-LA Food Program
(El Programa Comida) Revolutionary
Autonomous Communities, 1-5p, SE
corner of Wilshire Bl & Parkview St, LA
90057, free produce distribution. https://
www.facebook.com/raclosangeles/
Sundays, Serve the People LA,
4-6p, Mariachi Plaza, 1817 E 1st St,
LA 90033. STPLA free food & clothing
distributions (along with books, shoes,
etc). We also engage the community on
happenings around the neighborhood
and city, learn about grievances and
provide legal services with help from
the LA Ctr for Community Law & Action.
https://servethepeoplela.wordpress.com/

3rd Sunday, SoCal350 monthly
meeting, 3-5 p, St. Athanasius at
the Cathedral Center, 840 Echo
Park Ave., LA 90026, http://bit.ly/
SoCal350Updates;
facebook.com/
SoCal350 Climate Action.
Mondays,
Support
Honduran
Refugees, 6-8p, Central American
Resource Center (CARECEN-LA),
2845 W 7th St, LA.
Respond to
Trump’s zero tolerance policies on
Refugees and Asylum and to prepare
to receive the Refugee Caravan from
Honduras and other immigrants from
Central America. Come organize with
Central Americans, bring a friend and
roll up your sleeves.

Every 3rd Wed of month, 7p,
Community Alternatives to 9-11 training, Chuco’s Justice Center
of Youth Justice Coalition. 7625 S.
Central Ave, LA 90001. 323-235-4243
http://www.youth4justice.org/
Every 1st Thursday, 6-8p, Justice
Not
Jails,
Lincoln
Memorial
Congregational Church, 4126 Arlington
Ave, LA. RSVP to Larry Foy at: Lfoy@
im4humanintegrity.org.
Fridays, Interfaith Communities
United for Justice & Peace breakfast
forum, 7-9a, Immanuel Presbyterian,
3300 Wilshire Blvd., LA 90010.
For donation, bring packaged nonperishable food for the church food
pantry. Guest speakers, reflections,
coffee and bagels to start your morning!
www.icujp.org.
Fridays, 5-6p, a lively Vigil for Peace &
Justice, sponsored by KPFK 90.7 FM
- LSB Outreach Committee & friends.
Join us for a fun time outreaching &
making noise at Sunset Blvd & Echo
Park Ave. Bring your signs...

Vote Centers which let you vote at any
vote center over an 11-day period.
Saturdays,
Crenshaw
Farmers
Market, 10a-3p, 3650 Martin Luther
King Blvd. offers fresh produce and
artisan goods. Ties into the mall’s
health initiative promoting wellness
in Crenshaw community. The B Fit
program includes weekly Zumba,
cardio kick and yoga classes, blood
pressure screening and annual health
& wellness fair. Contact Sustainable
Economic Enterprises for info:
www.seela.org
Every 1st and 3rd Sat: End
Homelessness Now-LA, 2-4pm,
a grassroots campaign to pressure
LA city and county officials to use
vacant public properties for large,
permanent, supportive public housing
to end the homelessness catastrophe.
Solidarity Hall, 2122 W. Jefferson
Blvd., LA 90018, w. of Arlington Ave.
Free street parking. 323-723-6416
endhomelessnessnowla@gmail.
com
https://www.facebook.com/
endhomelessnessnowla/

Last Saturday, Move to Amend Local
Meeting, 1-3p, Holy Grounds Coffee &
Tea, 5371 Alhambra Ave, LA 90032,
323-255-1279
Thru Jan 26: Museum of Social
Justice is honored to partner with Now
Art and El Pueblo de Los Ángeles
Historical Monument to present
Transportapueblos: The Resilientes
by Alfredo “Libre” Gutiérrez. In
response to Visualizing the People’s
History, artist Alfredo “Libre” Gutiérrez
will construct a sculpture for display at
El Pueblo de Los Ángeles Historical
Monument. Libre is known for the
Transportapueblos series, sculptures
of wood and metal in the shape of
coyotes along the route that Central
American migrants travel through
Mexico. Visitors to El Pueblo can
watch the artist at work outside on the
plaza. The sculpture will reflect Libre’s
response to the current immigration
crisis and the resilience of Central
Americans who have claimed Los
Angeles as their home
Thru Jan 12: Loitering is Delightful
is on view at Los Angeles Municipal
Art Gallery (LAMAG), open Thursday
to Sunday from 11 to 4 P. Loitering is
delightful is an exhibition that brings
together ten Los Angeles artists to
explore joyful possibilities of slowing
down. https://www.lamag.org/.
From Gerry Fialka: Free Cultural
Events
310-306-7330 various
locations: See Jan 7, 8, 15 and 26.
Also check listings here:
http://laughtears.com/

Wed - Jan 1
Little Tokyo Ozoni ceremony to
greet the new year, 10a-12n, JACCC
Plaza by the grandmother grapefruit
tree, San Pedro between 2nd & 3rd
St. Free. Annual event by Little Tokyo
Peace Vigil, Azuns for Jericho &
Mumia. Info: monishida@gmail.com
Magical Chinese Lantern Festival
in Pomona, 5:30-10p, the Fairplex,
1101 W. McKinley Ave. Gate 17,
Pomona, CA 91768. $15.50 – $27.
Festival returns to light up the night
in LA with its new illuminated theme:
“Blooming Seasons”!
Experience
the Chinese Lantern Festival at the
Pomona Fairplex with bigger & brighter
stunning lanterns inspired by nature.
Children under 4 free! Tickets: https://

Every 2nd Sat of the month:
Welcome Home LA, resources for
those returning from jail, prison and
juvenile detention, Chuco’s Justice
Center of Youth Justice Coalition. 7625
S. Central Ave, LA 90001. 323-2354243 http://www.youth4justice.org/

www.eventbrite.com/e/magical-chinese-lanternfestival-tickets- 71140207275 (thru Jan 5).

Every 2nd & 4th Sat, SOLA Food
Co-Op at Baldwin Hills Crenshaw
Farmers Market.
This co-op is
unique, because it’s planning to open
the 1st-ever organic grocery in Leimert
Park community. You can become a
member. www.solafoodcoop.com/

Fri - 3

1st & 3rd Fri, LA Poverty Department
Movie Nights, 7p, Skid Row History
Museum & Archive, 250 S. Broadway, Every Sat, JVP-Code Pink Vigil for
LA 90012. movienights@lapovertydept. Palestine and Migrant Rights, 2-4p,
org. Free screenings, & conversation Third St. Promenade at Arizona Ave.,
about issues that are important to Skid Santa Monica.
- p. 3 Row and downtown with generous

Thu - 2
Magical Chinese Lantern Festival in
Pomona, see Wed Jan 1

Topanga Peace Alliance Film, 7:30p,
Topanga County Library, Meeting
Room, 2nd floor, 122 N. Topanga
Canyon Blvd, 90290. Discussion after
the film. https://www.facebook.com/
groups/53323228710/

Sat - 4
Extinction Rebellion LA - Nonviolent Direct Action & Civil

Southern California Community Calendar
Disobedience
Training,
10a-3p,
610 S. Ardmore Avenue, LA, 90005
- In Koreatown. Contact: Kyle Finch
XRLA <xrla_kylew@protonmail.com>
RSVP:
https://actionnetwork.org/
events/nonviolent-direct-action-civildisobedience-training-3

Alliance of White Anti-Racists
westside dialogue, 1-4p, (new
participant orientation 12:45p), Santa
Monica. a gathering for white antiracists who want to discuss issues
of identity, community, privilege and
racism in our lives with the intention
to strengthen our practice as antiracists in alliances, relationships,
and interactions with people of color.
Regular, recurring themes focus on
the intersections of multiple identities,
including Race and Class, Sexuality
and Race, and Gender and Race,
Radical White Identity and Community,
and issues such as police and the
prison industrial complex, immigration,
and gentrification. Other dialogues
on eastside and in Claremont on
succeeding Saturdays. For more info &
location, contact awarela@gmail.com

Sun - 5
Organizing Meeting Trump/Pence
#OutNow! hosted by Refuse Fascism
LA, 2–5p, Peace Center, 3916
Sepulveda Blvd, Culver City 90230.
The impeachment effort is too little, too
late. www.refusefascism.org
Stephen Little and gu wenda, In
conjunction with the closing of The
Allure of Matter: Material Art from
China, 5:30–6:30 p, LACMA , BCAM,
Level 1. Free, tickets required. For
ticketing contact educate@lacma.org.
Stephen Little, Curator of Chinese
Art and Department Head, Chinese,
Korean, and South and Southeast
Asian Art, speaks with internationally
renowned artist gu wenda about his
work, united nations: american code
featured in the exhibition. For american
code, gu wenda was driven by a utopian
vision of the world, focused on creating
harmony through the mixing of different
cultures. The work incorporates hair
from all over the world in its center flag,
representing the U.S. as a nation of
immigrants and mixed ethnic identities.
Sundays Live: Thies-Micarelli-Byers
Trio, 6 –7 p, St. James’s-in-the-City,
3903 Wilshire Blvd, LA 90010. Free
and open to the public. Sundays Live
presents weekly classical chamber
music concerts and recitals by premier
professional artists from Southern
California and around the world. Pianist
Robert Thies, the only American to
win first prize in a Russian piano
competition since Van Cliburn, joins

violinist Lucia Micarelli, who debuted as a
soloist with the Honolulu Symphony at age
6, was educated at Juilliard and studied
under violinist Pinchas Zukerman, and by
cellist Eric Byers, who made his solo debut
with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra at
age 18, and in 2018 debuted with the LA

Philharmonic.

Committee for Racial Justice
discusses “What Dr. Martin Luther
King Means Today”, 6-8:30p, Thelma

Terry Center in Virginia Avenue Park,
2200 Virginia Ave., Santa Monica
90404, free. Child care provided. What
is King’s true legacy? What kinds of
changes would the REAL King want
to see in our society and world?
How might we best work for these
changes? Discussion guided by Kenia
Alcocer, co-director and organizer of
Union de Vecinos and co-chair of the
California Poor People’s Campaign.
Co-sponsored by Virginia Ave Park;
the African American Parent, Student,
Staff Support Group; and Church in
Ocean Park. For info: Joanne at 310422-5431.

(Jeffrey Stewart). Info: (310) 443-7000,
info@hammer.ucla.edu

continued...

anniversary of Guantanamo prison
and the human rights violations it

CopWatch Santa Ana Meeting/
Community Forum, 7-10p, Centro
Cultural de México, 837 N. Ross St.
Santa Ana (new address) Participate
in direct-action based barrio organizing
against the police state. 2nd Wed.
every month at 7p. Professional
childcare provided. Agents of the state
including Santa Ana PD and ICE are
NOT welcome.
http://ocprogressiveevents.info
Laughtears Salon (RSVP: 310
306 7330 for location & time) free represents. Interfaith Communities
United for Justice and Peace demands
that the US shut down Guantánamo
Bay detention camp, a promise Obama
made during his first presidential
campaign in 2008. www.icujp.org (This
is instead of the regular weekly ICUJP
meeting Friday mornings at Immanuel
Presbyterian.)

Sat - 11
Earth Day Greater LA 2020
planning meeting, 9-11a, SEIU

Mon - 6
Queer Book Club With CB Lee, 7:30
p, The Last Bookstore, 453 S Spring
St, (entrance on 5th), LA 90013. Led
by Lambda finalist CB Lee, we read
& discuss Queer authors, books, and
topics across genres (mostly fiction).
Humans are ruled by automata in
Nina Varela’s
Crier’s War – but
there’s more than revolution at stake
when robot Crier falls in love with
her human handmaiden. All book
clubs require a ticket, and include the
book and a dedicated moderator – to
keep the discussion on track! Tickets
available online or in the store. CB
Lee is a bisexual Chinese- Vietnamese
American writer based in LA, author of
the Sidekick Squad series and Seven
Tears at High Tide. Call to verify event:
213-488-0599.

Tue - 7
McLuhan-Finnegans Wake Reading
Club, 6p, free, Pacific Resident
Theater,
705-1/2
Venice
Blvd,
Venice
90291
http://laughtears.
com/McLuhanWake.html & http://
laughtears.com/playground-article.
html (Our regular location, Marina Del
Rey Library, is being remodeled)

Wed - 8
Change Links monthly planning
conference
call,
7:30p,
email
changelinks2@gmail.com for details.
Get involved in planning the December
issue of Change Links!
How to Be an Antiracist: Ibram X.
Kendi, 7:30p, UCLA Hammer Museum,
10899 Wilshire Blvd. LA 90024.
National Book Award–winner Ibram X.
Kendi re-energizes and reshapes the
conversation about racial justice. In his
2019 memoir, How to Be an Antiracist,
he weaves together ethics, history, law,
and science—and his own awakening
to antiracism—bringing it together as
“a confessional of self-examination
that may be our best chance to free
ourselves from our national nightmare”

politics, art, culture discussion “How
about technologies as the collective
unconscious and art as the collective
unconsciousness?”

Thu - 9
Justice Not Jails - Mapping and
Mobilizing for Action, 6-8p, Lincoln
Memorial Congregational Church,
4126 Arlington Ave, LA 90008. Hosted
by Interfaith Movement for Human
Integrity. RSVP Larry Foy lfoy@
im4humanintegrity.org Special guest:
54th Assembly District rep. KamlagerDove will lead support of the March
2020 ballot proposition, Measure R.
If passed, Measure R will: End the
cycle of corruption and misconduct
that has plagued LA County for over
a decade by ensuring the Sheriff’s
Department be held accountable by
the public; identify investments in
community programs and alternatives
to incarceration, like mental health
and substance use disorder treatment;
reduce the jail population and save
taxpayers tens of millions of dollars a
year by ensuring people no longer sit in
jail just because they can’t afford bail.

Fri - 10
Close Guantanamo Vigil, 9:15 am,
demonstration at the Federal Bldg,
300 N. Los Angeles St., LA 90012.
Join ICUJP and allies to mark the 18th

Ibram X. Kendi, How to Be an Anti-Racist
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Local 721, corner of Wilshire Blvd. &
Union, just west of downtown. For
more information, contact: Maribel
Castillon <castillonm@hotmail.com>,
Keenan Sheedy <keenansheedy@
yahoo.com>, Madeline Di Giorgi
<mcohn26@gmail.com>, Lydia Ponce
<venicelydia@gmail.com>,
Elijah
Carder <ecadvising@gmail.com>, or
Morey Wolfson <moreywolfson@aol.
com>. (See story in this issue)
Anti-Racism Training sponsored
by National Lawyers Guild and
White People for Black Lives. 10a4p, Peace Center. 3916 S. Sepulveda
Blvd., Culver City 90230. The fabric
of racism is inextricably woven and
constructed into the founding principles
of the United States and its institutions.
Doing nothing to combat structural and
cultural racism enables its continued
existence. We cannot simply be nonracists; we must learn to be anti-racists.
In this workshop, we will analyze
power dynamics and privilege, as well
as concrete strategies for countering
racism in our daily lives. WP4BL is an
anti-racist collective operating within
Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ)
national network. WP4BL works in
solidarity with Black Lives Matter:
Los Angeles, the Movement 4 Black
Lives, and other partners. One credit
of Elimination of Bias MCLE credit is
available for attending this training.
Free ($25 for those who want MCLE
credit). RSVP -- https://forms.gle/
UUBQVA77Er9LgsCq5
Robert Williams: The Father Of
Exponential Imagination, 7:30p,
The Last Bookstore, 453 S Spring St,
(entrance on 5th), LA 90013, welcomes
local legend Robert Williams to
celebrate the release of the new fine art
collection, a 484-pg comprehensive,
career-spanning collection of the
iconic painter’s fine art. One of the
most controversial US artists, Williams
moved from fine art into the rebellious,
anti-war circles of early Underground
Comix. In 1968, Williams linked up
with the group that piloted the flagship
of the miscreant cartoon world, Zap
Comix. In 1994, he founded Juxtapoz
Magazine. (All events are subject to
cancellation, so please check back.)
213-488-0599

Sun - 12
Sunday Social LA is an intimate
gathering of creatives that happens
every 2nd Sunday of the month.
The crux of the experience is based
on social engagement and creative
presentation. Our featured artists
are always dope and the open mic
list will be at capacity. Sunday Social
LA is presented by Beautiful Minds
Entertainment in partnership with Hey
Hey Drinks. You can sip, spit and
socialize all in one place. Open mic
sign up is during our Social Segment
from 6:30- 7:15pm. Performances
begin at 7:15p. 1555 Sunset Blvd. LA
90026. List will fill up quickly. All are
welcome to present. RSVP to attend.
$10 accepted at the door. More at:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/sundaysocial-la-tickets- 69211889625

Mon - 13
Film
screening:
documentary
“UNITY” by Shaun Monson, director
of “EARTHLINGS” and co-producer
of “DOMINION.” Q&A with filmmaker
after. Sponsored by LA Animal
Save, 6p, film at 7p. Au Lac Plantbased Restaurant, 710 W 1st, LA
90012.
https://www.facebook.com/
events/1496018723883376/

Design Sprint Training: Day 2 Sketching Solutions. 6:30-8:30p,
General Assembly Downtown LA, 360
E 2nd St #400,LA 90012. Have you
been wondering what the buzz around
design sprints is all about? If so join
Toi in an overview and conversation!
Learn what they are and how they
can be used to build and test solutions
fast for products and beyond. You
do not need to attend all events to
get the value. All who attend will get
digital training documents. What You’ll
Take Away: Curate/Vote on solutions/
Define the prototype with a storyboard.
https://www.meetup.com/LA-DesignSprints/events/264701950/ https://toi.
io/design-sprint-training/

Tue - 14
CURB Budget Advocacy Training
(Californians
United
for
a
Responsible
Budget),
5:30–9p,
Chuco’s Justice Center (YJC), 7625 S
Central Ave, LA 90001. Learn how to
influence state budgeting processes to
redirect funds from incarceration and
policing to human needs and social
services. https://www.facebook.com/
events/2192894794346752/

Wed - 15
MOM - Media Discussion 6-9p, free,
Beyond Baroque, 681 Venice Blvd,
Venice 90291. http://venicewake.org/
Events/current.html
International
Marxist-Humanist
Organization Book Launch, 6-9p, A
Revolutionary Subject: Women of Color
and Indigeneity + a Brief Discussion
of Iran. Meeting will begin with brief
discussion of the recent uprising in Iran,
led by Ali Kiani, author of the article,
“A New, Deeper Uprising in Iran.”
Copies of the book will be available for
signing, at a reduced price. Speaker:
Lilia Monzo, author of A Revolutionary
Subject: Pedagogy Of Women Of Color
And Indigeneity. Consider donating to

support our work bit.ly/IMHO-DONATE.
<arise@internationalmarxisthumanist.org>

Thu - 16
Anniversary of FBI COINTELPRO
inspired killings of Black Panther

the father of modern mediation, the
CEO of CARE USA, the CEO of
Project Concern International, a 2017
Nobel Peace Prize recipient and copresident of International Physicians
for the Prevention of Nuclear War,

Nobel Peace Prize Nominee. Swanson
was awarded the 2018 Peace Prize by
the U.S. Peace Memorial Foundation.
David holds a Master’s in Philosophy
from the Univ of Virginia and has long
lived and worked in Charlottesville,
VA.Info: Frank Dorrel <fdorrel@
addictedtowar.com> 310-838-8131.

Sun - 19

Party for Self-Defense members
Alprentice Bunchy Carter and John
Huggins at UCLA. 1101 Campbell
Hall, UCLA. https://www.aap.ucla.
edu/events/carter-huggins-annualmemorial-2/
Whittier Peace Film Night, 7p, St.
Matthias Episcopal Church (Chase
Room), 7056 Washington Ave., Whittier
90602, N/E corner of Wardman St.
Washington Ave (not Blvd) runs north
south two blocks east of Greenleaf
Park (there is additional parking in
the back of the church). Walk through
the 2nd gate north of Wardman. The
Chase Room is just to the left. Film
will be chosen from DVDs brought that
night. http://whittierpeace.org/
Opening Reception—Rufino Tamayo:
Innovation and Experimentation,
6–8p, LACMA’s satellite gallery:
Charles White Elementary School,
2401 Wilshire Blvd, LA 90057. Free,
tickets required:
https://my.lacma.
org/events. Tamayo, born in Oaxaca
(1899–1991), was a leading Mexican
artist of the 20th Century who achieved
international acclaim, primarily for his
paintings and murals, as well as work
with paper. Throughout the course of
the exhibition, on view Dec 21, 2019July 11, 2020, students of Charles
White Elementary School will work with
LA-based artist Raul Baltazar (b. 1972)
on an original art installation inspired
by Tamayo’s artwork. Public hours:
Open Sats, 1–4 pm.
We Got This: Solo Mom Stories of
Grit Heart & Humor, 7:30 p, The Last
Bookstore, 453 S Spring St, (entrance
on 5th), LA 90013. In the US, more than
15 million women are parenting children
on their own, either by circumstance
or by choice. In We Got This, 75 solo
mom writers tell the truth about their
lives—their hopes and fears, resilience
and
setbacks,
embarrassments
and triumphs. Contributors such as,
Lennlee Keep, Kathleen Laccinole,
Evie Peck & Mika Yamamoto will
read their funny and poignant essays.
Snacks, beverages and music will
accompany our celebration. Call to
verify event: 213-488-0599.

Fri - 17
Rotary World Peace Conference 2020,
8a–Jan 18, 9p, Ontario Convention
Center, 2000 E Convention Center Way,
Ontario 91764. https://www.facebook.
com/events/126210281380532/ www.
peaceconference2020.org Six general
sessions include a Nobel Laureate
Nominee, the CEO of the Institute
for Economics and Peace, the Chief
of Staff of the Peace Corps, a former
Ambassador and CEO of the Carter
Center, the celebrity spokesperson
for World Vision, the celebrity
spokesperson for UN Refugee Agency,

the President of Rotary International
and more. Dinner Sat is followed by a
Peace Concert.

Sat - 18
Hold our politicians accountable at
the next Women’s March LA, 10a4p, Pershing Square, 5th & Hill, DTLA.
Sponsored by Women’s March Los
Angeles Foundation, a women-led
501(c)(3), to bring together people of all

ages, genders, races, cultures, political
affiliations for a day of civic engagement.
Orange County Women’s March
http://www.ocwomensmarch.org/,
Kern County Women’s March https://
womensmarchkerncounty.com/ Inland
Empire Women’s March https://
allevents.in/riverside/2020-ie-womensmarch/200018247130042
CODEPINK & ADDICTED To WAR
present David Swanson, author,
activist, journalist & radio host. He is the
executive director of World BEYOND

KPFK Local Station Board monthly
meeting, 10:30a-2p, Peace Center,
3916 S. Sepulveda Blvd, Culver City
90230. www.kpfk.org. Open to the
public with periods of public comment.
LSB will vote by STV ballot to elect four
Pacifica National Board directors for
the coming year, as well as vote on a
proposed Bylaws revision that would
eliminate LSBs and their oversight of
management and budget, as well as
raise the donation or volunteer hours
required for membership and lower the
quorum needed to sell of Foundation
assets. These are existential decisions
about whether Pacifica/KPFK will
continue as a democratic medium
of free speech. 30 minutes of public
comment allowed. www.kpfk.org.

Mon - 20
Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service
and Kingdom Day Parade, MLK &

Western to Crenshaw & Vernon, 7a-7p.
Isn’t it past time for the community to
take this over and make it a march and
rally against war & white supremacy,
and for peace, jobs, housing, and
justice?
Martin Luther King Jr. Freedom
Festival in Leimert Park Village, 4337
Degnan Blvd, LA 90008. Celebrate
King’s legacy with music, art and
activism. 11a–5p. This year’s theme,
The Future is Now, inspires us to take
action and reminds us that we all have
the power and the responsibility to shape
our country and our neighborhoods
starting today. The empowerment tent
will share information on the upcoming
US Census and the importance of an
accurate count as well as opportunities
for jobs and community activism.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2020martin- luther-king-jr-freedom-festivalin-south-la-tickets-84772640249

Tue - 21
Michael Knox presents peace activist award
to David Swanson (2018)

War and campaign coordinator, joined
by Lila Garret host of KPFK’s “Connect
the Dots”. 6-9p, Peace Center, 3916
S. Sepulveda Blvd., Culver City,
90230. Swanson is executive director
of World BEYOND War and campaign
coordinator for: www.RootsAction.org.
His books include: War Is A Lie and
When The World Outlawed War, as
well as Curing Exceptionalism, War
Is Never Just and War No More: The
Case for Abolition. He is co-author of: A
Global Security System: An Alternative
to War. He blogs at: DavidSwanson.
org and WarIsACrime.org. He hosts
Talk Nation Radio. He is a repeated
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LA County Sheriff’s Community
Oversight Commission, 9a-1p, MTA,
One Gateway Plaza, Los Angeles, CA
90012, 3rd Floor, Metro Board Room.
Public comment welcome. See https://
coc.lacounty.gov/Meetings for agenda.

Wed - 22
Stalking Awareness Panel hosted
by USC Relationship and Sexual
Violence Prevention and Services RSVP, 6–8p, USC, Engemann Student
Health Center Tojan Conference
Room, 1031 W. 34th St, LA 90089.
Free.https://www.eventbrite.com/e/
rsvp-presents-stalking-awarenesspanel-tickets-86575709277

Thu - 23
What Does the Resurgence of White
Supremacy Mean For the Future
of Race Relations? 7:30p, Cross
Campus DTLA 800 Wilshire Blvd., LA,
CA 90017. Nearly two-thirds of the
US says it has become more common
for people to express racist or racially
insensitive views since the current
administration took office. Majorities,
across all demographics, say race
relations have worsened in the last two
years, and reports of hate crimes are
soaring. Are these trends temporary
products of an angry era, unregulated
digital media, and divisive political
leadership? Or will the resurgence
of white supremacy lead to a deeper
shift in how we relate to each other?
Harvard sociologist Lawrence D.
Bobo examines how white supremacy
today is forging the US of tomorrow.

https://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/
event/what-does-the-resurgence-of-whitesupremacy-mean-for-the-future-of-racerelations/

Fri - 24
2020 Homeless Count, Hollywood
Neighborhood City Hall, 6501
Fountain Ave, LA 90028. Homeless
Count Volunteer Registration is now
open. The Count helps for a better
understanding of homelessness in the
region and where resources are most

beautiful,” she has recorded tracks in
English, French, Portuguese, Farsi,
Italian and Armenian. Her World Tour
2020 will showcase BUIKA’s all-female
band performing a new repertoire
that includes jazz meets reggae,
world music, soul, R&B and funk— all
flavored with her profound flamenco
accent. $29.50-59.50.
https://www.kpfk.org/calendar/event/buikalive-in-concert/

Dr Bradley Bobs, 4p, Beyond Baroque,
Venice 90291. Fun presentation
on the philosophical mysteries of
quantum physics for the layperson.
FREE
https://www.facebook.com/
events/547176379437914/

Sun - 26
17th Annual Venice Film Fest, 7p,
Beyond Baroque 681 Venice Blvd,
Venice - Celebrate the colorful history
of films made in Venice, California,
and the other worldly happenings at
the legendary Venice West Gallery
(birthplace of the Beats), aka Sponto
Gallery with live performances.
Experience
the
essence
of
Spontofication Rituals - art, music,
poetry & the freedom of creativity.
Featuring rare films of Venice iconsInvestigative Satirist Paul Krassner,
Political Bill Mitchell, Snakeman

information. If interested, please call
Martha at (562) 989-1206 ext. 1102 or
email sguzman@fhfca.org, RSVP is
Mandatory.
The Great Reversal: How America
Gave Up on Free Markets.
Conversation with economist Thomas
Philippon, about his new book. He
argues that many key problems of the
US economy are due not to the flaws
of capitalism but to the concentration
of corporate power. His research
examines three industries: finance,
healthcare, and the Internet giants,
to explore the history, issues, and
future of these businesses. Korn
Convocation Hall, UCLA Anderson
School of Management, 110 Westwood
Plaza, LA 90095. Free. https://www.
eventbrite.com/e/the-great-reversalhow-america-gave-up-on-freemarkets-tickets-85265125285

Tue - 28
Blankets of Love South Bay, 3:30–
5p, Joslyn Community Center, 1601
North Valley Dr, Manhattan Beach
90266. Join us for knitting, crocheting
and community as we create blankets
for babies in need. Every Tuesday from
3:30-5.
https://www.facebook.com/
events/377398926449122/
Japanese
Workshop:
Samurai
Acting, 7-9p, The Japan Foundation,
Los Angeles, 5700 Wilshire Blvd #100,
LA 90036. Free! Seats are limited,
register now: https://www.jflalc.org/acothers63-samurai Challenge yourself in
a sword fight performance that you’ve
seen in Samurai movies and on stage.
Japanese actor group “Burai” will be
your instructor and they will be teaching
you basic samurai movements, how to
use the sword, and speech manners.
All participants will perform sword
fighting while exchanging dramatic
lines in Japanese. No language or
acting experience is necessary. *We
will provide you with a “sword” made
with paper at the workshop. Instruction
will be given in English. This event is
open to everyone, ages 18 and up.
*This event is for non-native Japanese
speakers.

Wed - 29
LA
County
District
Attorney
Candidates Debate, 7–8:30p, Aratani
Theatre at JACCC, 3rd & San Pedro,
DTLA. Tickets: kpcc.ticketleap.com.
The race for DA will decide who runs

needed. 8,000+ volunteers are needed
to canvas more than 80 cities and
200 communities across LA County.
Everyone who wishes to participate
must sign up: https://www.theycountwillyou.
org/hollywood_count_20200123

Sat - 25
Buika Live in Concert, 6p, The
Theatre at Ace Hotel, 929 S Broadway,
LA, 90015. “Though compared to
Nina Simone, Billie Holiday and Edith
Piaf, [Buika] sounds like no one but
herself.” —Los Angeles Times Latin
Grammy winner and two-time Grammy
nominee, Buika is a critically acclaimed
flamenco-fusion vocalist from Spain.
The daughter of political refugees from
Equatorial Guinea, she is part of a
new generation of performers who are
combining classic flamenco with jazz,
soul and dance rhythms. With a voice
that has been described as “achingly

Solomon Turner, Motown bass great
David Waller and more. Bonus= Sneak
peek of award winning filmmaker Mark
Steven Shepherd’s new Venice doc.
Facebook= https://www.facebook.com/
events/2557016834388272/  

Mon - 27

Fair Housing Tester Training by Fair
Housing Foundation, 2–5p, 12400
Columbia Way, Downey 90242. We
need individuals of all races, ethnicities,
disabilities, ages, and being bilingual
is a plus in all languages. Testers
must: Speak, Read and Write English
Fluently. Be Over 18 Years of Age. Not
have Been Arrested in the Past Ten
Years. Attend and Pass the Training.
Have Reliable Transportation and
Car Insurance. Testers must maintain
confidentiality,
remain
objective,
and be able to accurately document
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the largest local prosecutorial agency
in the US, grappling with justice
policies for homelessness, mental
health care, policing and public safety.
It’s the latest in a series of elections in
which reform candidates have run on a
platform that says prosecutors need to
shift from the tough-on-crime approach
to one focused on keeping people
out of prison. Reformers have been
elected in Chicago, Philadelphia and,
most recently, San Francisco. KPCC
and the LA Times will bring together DA
Jackie Lacey and challengers—former
SF DA George Gascon and former
public defender Rachel Rossi—for a
discussion and debate. KPCC public
safety correspondent Frank Stoltze
and LA Times editorial writer Robert
Greene will moderate. The primary is
March 3; the debate comes just a few
days before early voting begins on
Feb. 3. The discussion will be designed
to help voters better understand
each candidate and informed in part
by questions from members of the
community.

Thu - 30
Environmental Night at the Staples
Center, 5:30 – 8:30 P, Staples Center,
1111 S Figueroa St, Los Angeles.
Change Links monthly distribution
meeting, 7:30p, Peace Center, 3916
S. Sepulveda Blvd., Culver City 90230,

free parking in rear, dial 22 for entry.

Fri - 31
Friday Night Writes, 5p–12m,
WritersBlok, 2677 S. La Cienega Blvd.,
LA. Friday Night Writes is a writea-thon whose proceeds will benefit
826LA & the Time Travel Mart, which
pairs writing tutors with the students
who need them. The writing starts at
5 pm. (But arrive when you can.) We’ll
break every hour for pizza, cocktails,
root beer floats, door prizes, and yoga.
We’ll also have plenty of snacks and
Bar Nine coffee to keep you writing! To
participate, sign up by choosing “Add
Participant”:
https://app.99pledges.com/fund/
fridaynightwrites3.

To donate, pick a writer!

https://app.99pledges.com/fund/
fridaynightwrites3

Afterparty at the Mandrake Bar!
https://www.writersblok.org/

Defend Free Speech Radio - Vote “NO!” on Pacifica Bylaws

...Continued from p. 1

Grassroots (GCRC) and its allies
emphatically urge all LSB members
to reject these alternate bylaws for the
following reasons:
1) They disenfranchise listeners by raising
the requirement for membership, and by
raising the volunteer hours requirement
by a higher percentage than the cash
requirement is raised. This is economically
discriminatory to boot (and probably has
racial and gender bias implications, given
economic inequality in the US). They don’t
appear to make any provision for hardship
waivers (such as in the case of people with
disabilities or who are incarcerated, and
therefore unable to affiliate with cash or
volunteer time but who are still faithful
listeners who support the Pacifica mission).
2) They turn over control of Pacifica, a
multi-million dollar asset of its listener
and staff members, to six outside at-large
directors immediately, giving the outside
at-large directors a permanent majority
over the station-elected directors in
their entirety. They basically allow three
individuals, one from each of three of
Pacifica’s five stations, to compose and
name an irreversible super-majority over a
period of time.
3) The revision lowers the threshold
for approval of the sale or disposal of
assets to a “quorum” of only 5% of the
membership, instead of the current 10%
requirement. This clearly increases the
threat and the possibility that assets will
indeed be sold off as soon as the new
national board is constituted (by the atlarge members exclusively). WBAI, which
broadcasts on 99.5 FM, in the center of
the commercial part of the FM dial in the
largest media market in the US, is clearly
in the crosshairs of those who have been
pushing these bylaws. Selling or swapping
its frequency would produce an economic
windfall for those in control of the rest of
Pacifica, while silencing some of the most
challenging and critical community radio
in the country.
4) The “amendment” terminates local
oversight of the manager, the program
director and the budget, by eliminating
local station boards entirely.
5) It severely limits or eliminates the
possibility of diversity on the national
board by restricting elections at each
station to only a single director. This
moves in a direction directly contrary

to Pacifica’s previous commitment to
proportional representation in the voting
process, and to all progressive changes that
are being developed in electoral processes
in this country and around the world, such
as multiple-representative districts. Given
the dynamics of white and male supremacy
and class privilege that operate among
progressives no less than in the US as a
whole, this is likely to result in a lack of
gender balance and a board that does not
adequately represent the racial, ethnic,
class, gender, and political makeup of the
audience we serve and that pays for the
entire operation.
6) The proposal pretends that democratic
governance is the cause of all of Pacifica’s
ills, propagandizing for the notion that
eliminating elected local boards will solve
the problem. The problems Pacifica faces
are deeply rooted in the steady loss of
listeners and listener-sponsors, which has to
do with lack of community engagement in
the programming, lack of good responsive
communication with listeners and among
paid and unpaid staff and management
(or existing governance), and falling
out of touch with current communitybased struggles and community needs,
or with the listening styles, technology,
and capacity of a new generation of techsavvy listeners, who are accustomed to
interactivity and shared content-creation
in social media. While scapegoating
democratic governance for Pacifica’s
perilous state, it offers no solutions to any
of the actual causes or other problems.
7) It appears to empower a simple majority
of the board to remove the ED (along with
any other “officer” including the CFO) at
any time for any reason, thus giving the lie
to the hoax that this change will promote
“stability” at Pacifica.
8) It allows board members to serve up
to 7.49 years in a row, since the limit is
defined as two terms, and service of less
than 18 months -- if elected to fill a vacancy
-- does not count as “a term”.
9) After the initial all-or-none, all-ornothing vote, at-large Directors are not
elected directly by listeners (who do have
the power to remove them, but not to select
a replacement). In addition, if voters at a
station DO recall an elected station director,
or members at all 5 stations remove an atlarge director, the vacancy thereby created
would be initially and immediately filled by
the national board, not the members. This is
another factor tending the board toward the

same self-perpetuating status that provoked
the initial lawsuits and member boycotts
that eventually resulted in the adoption of
democratically elected governance in the
first place. There is also no mechanism for
non-director membership on national board
committees as currently exists with LSB
delegates who are not directors serving
on PNB committees. This places a great
burden on the few members of the new
PNB proposed, as well as further limiting
oversight of and engagement with national
board matters and policy proposals. This is
another way the animus towards democratic
electoral practices and local station boards
that fuels this measure actually leads to an
even less functional system of governance,
where power will increase devolve into the
hands of the ED, the “unitary executive”
(to use a term popularized by intellectual
Trump supporters). There is no mention of
allowing immediate email communication
with national board members during
“public” streaming telephonic meetings,
no mechanism for local town halls or for
means of communication with the sole
station director, or for on-air Q & A with
at-large or station directors; in other words,
no transparency and no accountability.
10) Despite its claim that it simplifies the
Bylaws, along with decreasing the size of
the national board and eliminating the local
station boards completely, the draft fails
to specify all the changes it is making in
the bylaws, by striking out the parts it is
removing and indicating the new language
it is adding. This essentially recognizes
that it is not a “bylaws amendment” but
a bylaws revision and replacement in its
entirety, and is designed in that way to hide
from the members the exact nature of all
the anti-democratic changes it is making.
In addition, it still contains errors, such as
the following: “The election of Transition
At-Large Directors shall take place under
the supervision of the interim Executive
Director who shall have the authority to
appoint an Election Supervisor, in his
sole discretion.” There is no “election of
transition at-large directors” apart from the
naming of the specific six embodied within
this “amendment”. This is actually the
first sentence in the section on the election
of “transition” STATION directors, as
the rest of the article makes clear, who
are considered “transition” because they
join the transition at-large directors (who
will have had months to operate without
oversight or any check on their power)
and because they, somewhat randomly and
akin to the transition at-large directors,

will serve possibly truncated terms of one
or two years, in order to stagger the terms
of all 11 directors. Once this transitional
process is completed, incidentally, there
will be elections every year for one or two
station directors. This is going to mean a
big increase in the cost of elections (with
unclear provisions for what amount of
on-air time would be devoted to such
elections) since there will need to some
form of postal mail and email notification
and the need for an election supervisor
and ballot count provider every year. Also.
given the staggered nature of the elections
around the Foundation stations, it leaves
open the possibility that a substantial body
of members could switch their affiliated
station from year to year in an organized
fashion and affect the election of directors
at a number of stations in succession. Under
the current bylaws, a member who donates
to more than one station is flagged and
must choose which station to vote at, since
all five stations elect their local boards at
once. Under this new system, people who
have donated to multiple stations could
vote for a national station director from
a different station every year, and if you
think such shenanigans are unlikely, you
haven’t been around Pacifica long. There
is also no provision for keeping money out
of Pacifica elections, and we have already
seen as cash flows around the network
to finance glossy mailers and electoral
propaganda how elections can be bought.
This is all the more likely with only a
single national director being elected from
each station.
We urge all local station board members,
and eventually all Pacifica members, to
vote these undemocratic and dangerous
new Bylaws down.
Even a YES vote by 3 of the 5
LSBs should trigger a vote by the entire
membership, since these proposed new
bylaws clearly change the number and
powers of the directors and the eligibility
and criteria for membership and thus must
be approved by the members themselves,
not just the PNB and LSBs, as a normal,
minor bylaws amendment would.
If supporters somehow manage to get
majorities of 3 of the 5 LSBs to vote “yes”
on this amendment, there MUST still be a
ratification/adoption vote by the members
themselves to adopt them as the operative
Bylaws of Pacifica, with the current 10%
quorum, in which case a NO vote is vital..
Please contact Grassroots Community
Radio Coalition through our website,
www.gcrc-socal.org, and get involved in
the struggle for free speech radio!

Climate Crisis: Greta Thunberg Speaks Out for Action Now
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setting up distant dates and saying things which give the impression of that action is
underway will most likely do more harm than good, because the changes required are
still nowhere in sight. The politics needed does not exist today, despite what you might
hear from world leaders.
And I still believe that the biggest danger is not inaction. The real danger is when
politicians and CEOs are making it look like real action is happening when in fact almost
nothing is being done apart from clever accounting and creative PR.
I have been fortunate enough to be able to travel around the world. And my experience
is that the lack of awareness is the same everywhere, not the least amongst those elected
to lead us. There is no sense of urgency whatsoever. Our leaders are not behaving as if
we were in an emergency. In an emergency, you change your behavior. If there is a child
standing in the middle of the road and cars are coming at full speed, you don’t look
away because it’s too uncomfortable. You immediately run out and rescue that child. And
without that sense of urgency, how can we, the people, understand that we are facing a
real crisis? And if the people are not fully aware of what is going on, then they will not
put pressure on the people in power to act. And without pressure from the people, our
leaders can get away with basically not doing anything — which is where we are now.
And around and around it goes.
In just three weeks we will enter a new decade, a decade that will define our future.
Right now we are desperate for any sign of hope. Well, I’m telling you there is hope. I
have seen it. But it does not come from the governments or corporations. It comes from
the people, the people who have been unaware but are now starting to wake up. And once
we become aware, we change. People can change. People are ready for change. And that
is the hope, because we have democracy. And democracy is happening all the time, not
just on Election Day, but every second and every hour. It is public opinion that runs the
free world. In fact, every great change throughout history has come from the people. We
do not have to wait. We can start the change right now. We, the people.
Thank you.

How do you respond to the fact that basically nothing is being done about this, without
feeling the slightest bit of anger? And how do you communicate this without sounding
alarmist? I would really like to know.
Since the Paris Agreement, global banks have invested 1.9 trillion U.S. dollars in
fossil fuels. One hundred companies are responsible for 71% of global emissions. The
G20 countries account for almost 80% of total emissions. The richest 10% of the world’s
population produce half of our CO2 emissions, while the poorest 50% account for just
one-tenth. We indeed have some work to do, but some more than others.
Recently, a handful of rich countries pledged to reduce their emissions of greenhouse
gases by so-and-so many percent by this or that date, or to become climate-neutral or net
zero in so-and-so many years. This may sound impressive at first glance, but even though
the intentions may be good, this is not leadership. This is not leading. This is misleading,
because most of these pledges do not include aviation, shipping, and imported and exported
goods and consumption. They do, however, include the possibility of countries to offset
their emissions elsewhere. These pledges don’t include the immediate yearly reduction
rates needed for wealthy countries, which is necessary to stay within the remaining tiny
budget. Zero in 2050 means nothing if high emission continues even for a few years; then
the remaining budget will be gone.
Without seeing the full picture, we will not solve this crisis. Finding holistic solutions
is what the COP should be all about. But instead, it seems to have turned into some kind
of opportunity for countries to negotiate loopholes and to avoid raising their ambition.
Countries are finding clever ways around having to take real action, like double counting
emissions reductions and moving their emissions overseas and walking back on their
promises to increase ambition or refusing to pay for solutions or loss and damage. This
has to stop. What we need is real, drastic emission cuts at the source.
But, of course, just reducing emissions is not enough. Our greenhouse gas emissions
has to stop. To stay below 1.5 degrees, we need to keep the carbon in the ground. Only- p. 7 -

“We must transform. Quickly and soundly. We are one aspect of a massive
movement to impact public policy, transform lifestyles, and effect the
systemic changes needed to address the crises. We are giving love, and we
are receiving love. We are organizing a central gathering event, Sunday, April
19th at Los Angeles Grand Park Civic Center with a goal of 50,000 people
participating as part of the international Earth Day movement that plans to
engage 1 billion people globally. You are invited to join a massive coalition
for a historic event.” They are hooked into a global Earth Day network and
will be connecting volunteers with projects and organizations that need them.
This will be an unparalleled opportunity for presenting the case, and the
path forward, for a revolutionary eco-socialist view for a just transition to a
restorative, sustainable economy and way of life, which must be rooted in
decolonization and an end to private ownership, expropriation and exploitation
of land, water, air, human labor, living beings and life itself. But such views
will only one approach among many that will be put forward. Our job must be
to win people’s hearts, minds and energies to its necessity and practicability.
Groups are invited to become co-sponsors by committing to the basic platform
and values of the coalition, and by committing to working 5 shifts on the day
of the event, Sun. Apr. 19. You can obtain the necessary co-sponsorship forms
from the contact people listed below.
You are invited to attend the next planning meeting for Greater LA Earth
Day 2020 Clear Vision for Environmental Action: Saturday, January 11, 9:0011:00 a.m., at SEIU Local 721, on the corner of Wilshire Blvd. and Union,
just west of downtown. For more information, contact: Maribel Castillon
<castillonm@hotmail.com>, Keenan Sheedy <keenansheedy@yahoo.com>,
Madeline Di Giorgi <mcohn26@gmail.com>, Lydia Ponce <venicelydia@
gmail.com>, Elijah Carder <ecadvising@gmail.com>, or Morey Wolfson
<moreywolfson@aol.com>.
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How the Global North’s Left Media Helped
Pave the Way for Bolivia’s Right-Wing Coup

https://fair.org/home/how-the-global-norths-left-media-helped-pave-the-wayfor-bolivias-right-wing-coup/
by Lucas Koerner [Excerpts]

First class postage

strong medicine, in which a society “breaks its own bones with a hammer;
demolishes its structures; overthrows its institutions; transforms its property
regime and re-distributes its assets; guides its production according to other
principles; tries to rapidly increase its possible growth rate; and, in the most
radical destructive moment, tries to reconstruct itself, by trying through bone
grafting to rebuild a new skeleton.”
Throughout sixty years, this “drastic remedy” has been seen by some
as a spectacle; by others, as a mystery; or a suicide; a scandal; or as a
beautiful challenge. But the definitive key is that it happened without the US
ambassador as a leading protagonist in the local political scene. The height
of the empire’s obsession about this is pathological. We can understand that.
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In our brave new age of hybrid warfare, corporate media play the role of ideological
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heavy artillery within the arsenal of Western imperialist powers. Daily, “reputable”
establishment outlets bombard progressive and/or anti-imperialist governments in payable to AFGJ with Change Links in the memo, (we
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to delegitimize any government that does not abide by Western dictates, justifying
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coups, murderous economic sanctions, proxy wars and even full-scale invasions. The
recent US-sponsored coup d’etat in Bolivia is an instructive case study. In the leadup to the
military ouster of Evo Morales, Western media routinely impugned the indigenous president’s
democratic credentials, despite his having won re-election by a sizeable margin.
But corporate outlets have not been alone in attacking Morales. Progressive and alternative
media in the Global North have portrayed Bolivia’s deposed Movement Towards Socialism
(MAS) government as repressive, pro-capitalist and anti-environment—all in the name of “left”
critique. Regardless of the stated intention, the net result was to weaken anemic opposition
within Western imperial states to the destruction they inflict abroad.

Equivocating around the coup

In the wake of the November 10 coup, Western progressive media, whom one might have
expected to unequivocally denounce the coup and demand the immediate reinstatement of Evo
Morales, did not.
Towards Freedom published the perspectives of several Bolivian and Latin American
intellectuals playing down the reality of a coup d’etat and drawing false equivalences between
the Morales government and the fascist right. The Vermont-based outlet, with historic ties
to the Non-Aligned Movement, declined to publish any alternative Bolivian points of view
unambiguously opposing the coup.
Other progressive outlets correctly identified Morales’ overthrow as a coup, but felt
compelled to question the indigenous leader’s democratic legitimacy for the sake of “nuance.”
While condemning the coup and rightly dismissing the baseless electoral fraud allegations,
the editorial board of NACLA Report on the Americas (11/13/19) nevertheless refrained
from voicing solidarity with Morales and the MAS party. A subsequent article published by
NACLA preferred to debate whether Morales’ military ouster constituted a coup, failing to
note the baseless character of the OAS’s fraud allegations and attributing the fascist right’s
“racialized violence” to “polarization.” The authors, Linda Farthing and Olivia Arigho-Stiles,
actually made the outlandish claim that assessing if Morales’ ouster was bad for democracy
was “complicated.”
Meanwhile, a Verso Blog interview (11/15/19) with Forrest Hylton and Jeffrey Webber made
no call for Morales’ democratic mandate to be respected, instead urging international leftists
to “insist on the right of Bolivians to self-determination” without “refrain[ing] from criticism
of Morales.”
Far from outliers, these editorial positions are very much par for the course in progressive
media coverage of Bolivia over the past months and years.
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In the lead-up to the October election, many outlets drew or insinuated false
equivalences between Morales and Brazilian ultra-right President Jair Bolsonaro in
response to the tropical forest fires in both nations.
Writing for UK-based Novara Media (8/26/19), Claire Wordley explicitly
compared the Morales government to Bolsonaro in Brazil, calling MAS policies
“every bit as extractivist and damaging as those of the capitalists Morales claims
to hate.” More damning, she cites Jhanisse Vaca-Daza, a Western-backed regime
change operative, to disparage the Morales government’s handling of the fires.
A piece in Truthout (9/26/19) took hyperbolic slander to new heights, likening
Morales to Bolsonaro and accusing the Bolivian leader of “genocide.” “Evo Morales
played green for a long-time, but his government is deeply colonial…like Bolsonaro
in Brazil,” Manuela Picq wrote, going on to cite unnamed “Bolivians” who brand
the indigenous president a “murderer of nature.” Picq offered no analysis concerning
how Western leftists’ failure to shift imperialist political-economic relations has
contributed to Global South countries’ ongoing dependence on extractive industries.
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